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Abstract
Protein docking is a new and challenging application for
query processing in database systems. Our architecture for
an efficient support of docking queries is based on the multi-
step query processing paradigm, a technique well-known
from spatial database systems. Along with physicochemical
parameters, the geometry of the molecules plays a funda-
mental role for docking retrieval. Thus, 3D structures and 3D
surfaces of molecules are basic objects in molecular databas-
es. We specify a molecular surface representation based on
topology, define a class of neighborhood queries, and sketch
some applications with respect to the docking problem. We
suggest a patch-based data structure called the TriEdge
structure, first, to efficiently support topological query pro-
cessing, and second, to save space in comparison to common
planar graph representations such as the quad-edge structure.
In analogy to the quad-edge structure, the TriEdge structure
has an algebraic interface and is implemented via complex
pointers. However, we achieve a reduction of the space re-
quirement by a factor of four. Finally, we investigate the time
performance of our prototype.
Keywords: Molecular surface representation, planar
graphs, surface approximation, local shape index, efficient
query processing, database systems, protein docking.

1. Introduction
The fundamental 3D objects in molecular biology and com-
putational biochemistry are large molecules with several
hundreds to thousands of atoms. Various applications require
access to the 3D structure of the molecules, as it is provided
for proteins by the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB)
(Bernstein et al. 1977). Up to now, the PDB contains 3,000
proteins, enzymes, and viruses (PDB 1994). For each entry,
along with information on the chemical structure of the pro-
tein, the 3D coordinates of its atoms are stored in a text file.

In the last years, a new topic has been emerging in the
area of protein engineering: the prediction of molecular in-
teraction, called the docking problem. Several methods has
been suggested to meet the one-to-one docking problem
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(Connolly 1986), (Badel, Mornon, & Hazout 1992),
(Katchalski-Katzir et al. 1992), (Fischer et al. 1993),
(Helmer-Citterich & Tramontana 1994): Which constella-
tion of two given proteins represents a stable complex?
Since all of the six degrees of freedom to compose two mol-
ecules together in 3D space are continuous, the constella-
tion space is infinite. Common discretizations of protein
surfaces result in thousands of points, and, at first sight,
each of them can represent a possible docking site.

In our project "BIOWEPRO: a Database System for Pro-
tein Docking", we are faced with the one-to-many docking
problem: Select such proteins from the PDB that are able to
form a stable complex in interaction with a given query pro-
tein, and determine appropriate constellation parameters.
When considering the number of proteins in the database
(3.103) and the number of possible docking sites on a pro-
tein in the database (> 103) and on the query protein (> 103),
the search space at least has an overall size of billions of
protein-protein-constellations (Ester et al. 1995).

Thus, docking retrieval is a new and challenging applica-
tion for spatial database systems. Due to the enormous size
of the search space, a multi-step query processing architec-
ture is recommended. In spatial database systems, this para-
digm efficiently supports the processing of point and region
queries as well as spatial joins (Brinkhoffet al. 1993), (Krie-
gel, Schneider, & Brinkhoff 1993), (Brinkhoff et al. 1994).
Additionally, we perform several steps of preprocessing.

From a geometric point of view, the main object of inter-
est in protein docking is the 3D molecular surface, rather
than the 3D arrangement of the atoms a molecule consists
of. Moreover, the local shape of the surface at a possible
docking site is the fundamental geometric criterion for
docking retrieval, rather than the location of a docking site
in space. This is analogous to similarity retrieval in CAD da-
tabases (Schneider et al. 1989). Since the interaction of mol-
ecules is restricted to the docking site, we do not require a
description of the global shape (outline, contour) of mole-
cules. Along with the geometry, also physicochemical prop-
erties determine molecular interactions and, therefore, have
to be considered when representing molecular surfaces.
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As we will see in section 3, molecular surfaces are
smooth but quite bumpy (tmeven). Since all bumps are 
similar atomic size, the selectivity of a local shape index
would be very low when based on infinitesimal neighbor-
hoods. Instead, for each surface primitive (patch or point,
resp.), we collect its neighbors within an appropriate radius,
and determine the local shape via a paraboloid as a simple
approximation.

Collecting neighbors requires access to adjacency infor-
mation, as it is provided by well-known data structures like
the quad-edge structure (Guibas & Stolfi 1985). In this pa-
per, we propose a new basic technique to represent molecu-
lar surfaces, reducing the storage requirement by a factor of
four. Since our method is based on topology, it supports ef-
fective and efficient processing of queries on the molecular
surface structure. We formally introduce the conditional
neighborhood query, and give an algorithm to process it. As
an application, local surface approximation is considered in
detail. We hnaplemented our method in C++ on top of the
object-oriented database management system ObjectStore
(Orenstein et al. 1992).

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we short-
ly present our architecture to p_rocess docking queries. In
section 3, we give a specification to represent molecular
surfaces and, in section 4, we introduce the neighborhood
query and some applications with respect to the docking
problem. In section 5, the TfiF_Age data structure is present-
ed that supports efficient processing of neighborhood que-
ries. Section 6 contains first evaluation results, and
section 7 concludes the paper with a summary and an out-
look to future work.

2. A Query Processing Architecture for
Protein-Docking

The enormous size of the constellation space implies a
great challenge to efficient query processing. To reduce the
set of candidate complexes step by step in an efficient way,
we provide our docking system with a multi-step query pro-
cessing architecture. This technique causes very small cost
per constellation in the filter step, reducing the set of possi-
ble docking candidates drastically when compared to the
overall size of the constellation space. Since the quality of
the remaining candidates is not expected to be very good,
further refinement steps have to be performed. These may
cause higher cost per candidate pair, but have to ensure high
quality results.

Further reduction of the constellation space is achieved
by managing groups of points instead of the points them-
selves. We call such groups segments, and create them by
collecting points with similar features. In analogy to the
knobs and holes of (Connolly 1986), we use points with lo-

cal extreme features as centers of the segments. We assume
these segments to represent potential docking sites.

The preprocessing steps begin with calculating geomet-
ric and physicochemical features for a set of points on the
surface in a location independent way. The features of the
segments, aggregated from the features of the points, are
complemented. Then, the segments are inserted into a mul-
tidimensional access method, called feature index (A1-
dinger et al. 1994) for an efficient retrieval of docking part-
ners from the set of segments of all the proteins in the
database. Obviously, representation methods for surface
segments are the more appropriate, the more they are inde-
pendent from location and direction in space, thus being in-
variant with respect to translation and rotation. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the steps of our query processing architecture as
described below in more detail.

[, computation of features for surface points on the [
[ query protein l
]. aggregation of surface points with similar features to |
[segments [

~ oin of the segments of the database and the query prot~]

~. reflnemen~ step

] ¯ overlay of the segments to determine the
[ geometric constellation parameters

~ evaluation of the similarity of the 3D regions

( physlcochemlcal valldatlon )

Figure 1: query processing architecture

(1) Filter step using geometric feature vectors. In analo-
gy to the preprocessing steps, features and segments are de-
termined on the query protein. For the retrieval of segments
from the database that are complementary to the query seg-
ments, we store the segments in a second feature index
without performing complementation. A multidimensional
join is performed with the two feature indices, yielding can-
didate pairs. Each pair consists of a segment from the data-
base and a segment of the query protein, both having simi-
lar features where similarity is defined by a given threshold.

(2) Ref’mement step using 3D geometry. For the compar-
ison of the 3D geometry, we need the exact geometry of the
constellations. Therefore, the segments of a candidate pair
are fitted together to determine the best relative position rep-
resenting a complex in 3D space. Then, some simple evalua-
tions of the geometric similarity are performed, and constel-
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lations are discarded for which the protein pairs overlap on
some site. The result of the refinement step is a set containing
geometric constellation parameters for pairs of proteins.

(3) Validation of the constellations with respect 
physicochemical properties. In the first refinement step of
query processing, only geometric criteria are considered for
docking candidates. The physicoehemieal properties of the
surface like hydrophobicity and electrostatic potential also
have a high degree of relevance for docking. This is due to
the fact that these interactions depend on the relative posi-
tion of two proteins which is only determined in the refine-
ment step. In the last step of query processing, constella-
tions are returned that fulfill both, the geometric and the
physico-chemical criteria for the docking of two proteins.

Since no algorithm is yet known to classify a predicted
complex to be stable in reality with a high probability, the
results delivered from the docking system finally have to be
tested by an biomolecular laboratory experiment. Thus, we
cannot find final results in an early step of query processing,
but may only discard constellations which are recognized to
represent no valid complex.

3. Molecular Surface Representation

We consider the molecular surface to be the solvent accessi-
ble surface for a solvent probe radius ct following (Richards
1977). Various implementations for the calculation of mo-
lecular surfaces are published (Connolly 1983a), (Varsh-
ney, Brooks, & Wright 1994), (Halperin & Overmars
1994). Molecular surfaces have a strong regularity, and
they only consist of three types of patches: Convex spheri-
cal patches, saddle-shaped rectangles, and concave spheri-
cal triangles (figure 2). These types depend on the number
of atoms that the probe sphere is in simultaneous contact
with when rolling over the molecule. Since the algorithms
enforce the atoms to be in general position, ensuring the
probe sphere never being in simultaneous contact with
more than three atoms, the complexity of the algorithms is
reduced drastically. Obviously, this also holds for the repre-
sentation of molecular surfaces.

At first sight, a patch-based representation of molecular
surfaces seems to be difficult to manage: There are different
types of patches with a different number of vertices, etc..
Thus, triangulated surface representations are quite com-
mon to be used for docking purposes, and also for visualiza-
tion. However, there are strong advantages for the patch-
based representation: First, for a particular molecule and a
given probe radius ix, the solvent accessible surface is well
defined in its structure and its shape. Second, for any given
point density, the patchwork can be refined to a dotted sur-
face and a triangulation, but not vice versa. Third, every
patch is homogeneous with respect to the (infinitesimal)
curvature, and the normal vector of a surface point is deter-
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Figure 2: surface of a portion of hemoglobin,
from (Connolly 1983b)

mined by the geometric parameters of the patch it belongs
to, i.e. via the associated atom sphere, toms, or probe
sphere, respectively. Overall, we prefer a patch-based sur-
face representation rather than a point-based method or an
arbitrary triangulation.

The articles describing molecular surface calculation as
found in molecular biology (Cormolly 1983b), computer
graphics (Varshney, Brooks, & Wright 1994), and computa-
tional geometry (Halperin & Overmars 1994), do not men-
don their surface representation method. In (Halperin 
Overmars 1994) only, there is a hint that extended van-der-
Waals surfaces are represented by the quad-edge structure. In
the following, we present a patch-based representation for
molecular surfaces providing access to the patches via an
edge algebra. Such an edge algebra has been suggested for
the quad-edge structure by Guibas and Stolfi (Guibas & Stolti
1985) to represent planar graphs such as molecular surfaces.

As an interface for our surface representation, we specify
a set of edge functions. An illustration of the operations is
given in figure 3. We implement this specification as a set of
C++ classes for the object-oriented database system Ob-
jectStore. However, to demonstrate the relations between
the functions, we give an algebraic specification with axi-
oms. From the EDGE -9 EDGE functions, Sym and LEdge
or Sym and Lnext are primitive, the others can be derived
with respect to the axioms:

SPEC MolSurface;
TYPES EDGE, FACE, VERTEX;
FUNCTIONS

Sym, LEdge, REdge,
Lnext, Lprev: EDGE --> EDGE;

Left, Right : EDGE --> FACE;
Orig, Dest : EDGE --> VERTEX;
any_edge : FACE --> EDGE;
any_edge : VERTEX -> EDGE;



AXIOMS (for EDGE e, FACE f, VERTEX v)

e. Sym() .Sym() == 
e.Redge() .LEdge() == 
e. Lnext() == e. Sym() .REdge() 
e. Lprev() == e.LEdge() .Sym() 
e. Sym() .Orig() == e.Dest() 
e. LEdge() .Orig() == e.Orig() 
f.any edge().Left() == 
v.any edge() .Orig() == 

END MolSurface.

Figure 3: Illustration of the MolSurface algebra

In addition to the algebra, we define iteration statements
to assign all the edges ̄ around a face or a vertex counter-
clockwise to an edge variable e:
forall_around_face (e, face) {... } and
forall_around vertex(e,vertex) {...}.
Thereby, the edge cycle is traversed by the Lnext or
LEdge function, resp., until the fu~t edge is reached a sec-
ond time.

In this paper, we focus the specification onto the topolog-
ical structure of molecular surfaces. To yield the location of
the vertices and some representative points of the patches,
further functions provide access to geometric attributes,
e.g. location: VERTEX --) 3D_POINT, and repre-
sentative: FACE -~ 3D_POINT. Similar functions de-
liver thematic attributes and shape information. This ap-
proach results in a representation hierarchy as shown in
figure 4.

~~’2~~~~i::::

. .... ~:~!{:~:. .:.:.-~.-.’:-- : ...... !~:7-:~9.. ~:: ........ ~..~.:r

Figure 4: topology-based representation of
molecular surface

Up to here, we specified our patch-basod representation
of molecular surfaces. In section 4, we show bow neighbor-
hood queries are performed based on this specification, and
in section 5, we explain our MolSurface algebra implemen-
tation.

4. Application for Protein Docking

In this section, we present some applications that require to-
pological information. We introduce the neighborhood que-
ry, and apply it to local surface approximation, surface seg-
mentation, and determination of local exlxema.

A neighborhood query is specified as a conditional
neighborhood, no(P), that will be selected from a surface 
the database. Tlaerefore, ncfP) is determined by a center
patch or point p, and by the condition c that can be a euclid-
can distance criterion, a similarity criterion, or any other bi-
nary relation. For a surface graph g, nc(P) is defined to 
the maximal connected subgraph of g restricted to the
patches v (or points, resp.) that fulfill the condition c(v,p).
Thus, for each v ~ nc(P), one of the following properties
holds: (i) c(v,p) and (v--p), or (ii) c(v,p) and a neighbor 
is in nc(p). In other words, no(p) contains only patches p 
(1) are reachable from p within he(P), and (2) fulfill the 
dition c together with p: c(v,p).

Various applications of the general concept of neighbor-
hood queries can be thought of. The following examples
show some of them in the domain of protein engineering.
(1) Local approximation of the molecular surface. For
the calculation of a local shape index at a patch p on our
patch-based surface representation, we follow (Zachmann
et al. 1992) and approximate the neighborhood ofp by a pa-
raboloid. As mentioned above, infinitesimal curvatures are
not specific. Thus, we provide control over the locality of
the approximation by a radius parameter r. A so called eu-
clidean neighborhood query, nr(P), consists in the selection
of all the patches that are reachable from p within the eu-
clidean distance r. In this ease, the condition c simply is a
comparison: c(v,p) = ’disteuelid(v,p) < r’ (el. figure 

::::::::::~:. . ....¢:
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Figure 5: surface appro,dmation for different

neighborhood radii r I and r2

(2) Segmentation of molecular surfaces. We perform seg-
mentation via a region growing algorithm. For each of the
patches in a sprout set, we perform a ueighborbood query
specified by a similarity criterion, e.g. two patches are sire-
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ilar if they both are saddle-shaped, or if they have the same
sign for the electrostatic potential. The resulting segments
may have various extensions on the surface and in 3D
space, since they are not bound by a spatial distance criteri-
on. Also, they may overlap. When providing a similarity
criterion with a very low significance, a single segment can
cover the whole surface.

(3) Determination of local extrema. In (Connolly 1986),
knobs and holes are defined to be surface points having an
extreme solid angle with respect to their neighbors. As a
generalization, our neighborhhood query supports specify-
ing arbitrary neighborhood radii leading to different de-
grees of locality. Thus, various radii can be investigated
with respect to their appropriateness for the purpose of
docking retrieval.

Neighborhood query processing. Based on the surface
representation specified in section 3, we perform neighbor-
hood query processing via a graph traversal algorithm:

void Neighborhood
( PATCH* p, CONDITION* cond,

os_Set <PATCH*>& result)
{

os_List <PATCH*> open;
PATCH *h, *v;
result.clear();

if

(
(cond->eval(p,p))

open.insert(p);
result.insert(p);

while (h = open.remove_first())
// expand current patch h:
forall_around face( e, h 
(

v = e.Right();
if (not result.contains(v)

and cond->eval(v,p))

}
}

return;
)

result.insert(v);
open.insert(v);

// result is refparam

The behavior of the algorithm is controlled by the inser-
tion method into open: When inserting new patches at the
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end, a breadth-first traversal is performed, whereas an inser-
tion at the beginning would result in a depth-first traversal.

5. The TriEdge Data Structure

Up to here, we declared our objects of interest, specified ac-
cess operations, and presented a basic query class with ap-
plications. Now, we illustrate our approach to implement
the objects and their operations in a very efficient way.

The quad-edge structure (Guibas & Stolfi 1985) is quite
common for the representation of planar graphs such as
molecular surfaces. The implementation is based on edge
records containing four pointers to the two bounding verti-
ces and the two co-bounding faces, and four complex point-
ers to the edges that are adjacent via the origin and destina-
tion vertex in clockwise and counterclockwise direction.
This concept is similar to the doubly-connected-edge-list
(DCEL) from (Preparata & Shamos 1985), with two differ-
ences: First, the quad-edge structure is defined via an alge-
bra, leading to a more comfortable access to edges, their
symmetric and dual edges, in comparison to the DCEL.
Second, the complex pointers of the quad-edge structure
contain a simple pointer to an adjacent edge record, and ad-
ditionally, unlike a DCEL entry, an offset value represent-
ing the view to the referenced edge. Exactly this idea of an
algebraic interface together with a complex pointer concept
is used for our TriEdge structure as described below. This
approach is well supported by the object-oriented data
model and leads to an easy integration.

However, the quad-edge structure requires 36 bytes per
record, when adjusted to a multiple of four. Real molecular
surfaces have a size of some thousand patches and edges,
for a common probe radius of 1.4/i which is the size of a
water molecule. Therefore, the storage requirement for the
surface topology information of a single molecule is hun-
dreds of kilobytes (cf. table 1). Since the number of pro-
teins in the PDB currently is 3,000 (PDB 1994), the size 
our 3D protein database for docking retrieval comes into
the range of gigabytes. Therefore, an efficient implementa-
tion is crucial.

protein of atoms
number numberof number size of quad-

patches of edges edge records

2pab.a 872 3710 7380 260 kbytes
2pab.b 872 3776 7524 265 kbytes
2ptc.e 1629 5606 11160 393 kbytes
2ptc.i 454 1990 3972 140 kbytes
2sni.e 1983 6220 12396 436 kbytes
2sni.i 513 2116 4224 149 kbytes

Table 1: surfaces of real proteins



Our approach to implement the MolSurface specification
consists of two steps: First, we reduce the complexity of the
representation by mapping the molecular surface graph to
an equivalent but simpler graph structure. Second, we ex-
ploit the strong regularity of the new structure as a key
property for an efficient representation. Overall, we save
space and, therefore, time for the reduced volume of data
transfer within the database system. In this section, we ex-
plain our technique, whereas in section 6, the space reduc-
tion factor is shown in detail, and a first runtime evaluation
of our prototype is presented.

The main observation concerns the structure of molecu-
lar surfaces and the role of the saddle patches: Every saddle
patch connects two convex patches and two concave trian-
gles. Both types, the convex and the concave patches, are
surrounded by cycles of saddle patches. This is analogous
to faces and vertices of a planar graph that are surrounded
each by a cycle of edges. We exploit the analogy to develop
a new storage method for molecular surfaces, and call the
new structure the simplified surface graph (SSG, cf.
figure 6), which is topologically equivalent to the accessi-
ble surface as defined in (Richards 1977).

MolSurface edge SSG edge

Figure 6: detail of a molecular surface:
MolSurface edges and SSG edges

Like the molecular surface, also the SSG is a planar
graph, consisting of vertices, edges, and faces. For molecu-
lar surfaces, the vertices are mapped to corner points, the
edges to arcs, and the faces to patches. However, for the
SSG, we associate the vertices to the concave triangles of
the molecular surface, the edges to the saddle patches, and
the faces to the convex patches (cf. table 2). Accessing 
patch or vertex of the molecular surface via this mapping
can he performed in O(1). The number of edges to be stored
is reduced drastically: Every edge of a molecular surface
belongs to exactly one saddle, and every saddle is bound by
four (molecular) edges. Obviously, a molecular surface
graph has four times as many edges as saddle patches, and,
therefore, four times as many edges as the SSG.

molecular MolSurface simplified
surface surfacejgraph

,,,,,,
g"Ph

corner point vertex

patch border arc edge

concave triangle face vertex

saddle rectangle face edge
convex patch face face

Table 2: relationship between molecular surfaces
and the graph structures

A second key observation leads us to a further reduction

of the storage space. Since an SSG is a planar graph, we
could use the quad-edge structure to store it in the database.
However, we can exploit a basic property of an SSG: All of
the SSG vertices have a degree of three, since there are only
triangles among the concave patches, due to the general po-
sition of the atoms: e. LEdge ( ) 3 = e for every EDGE 
Therefore, we store the edge cycles around the SSG verti-
ces in arrays with a fixed length of three, rather than using
any dynamic structure. This leads us to the TriF_~ge struc-
ture which consists of records that contain three SSG half-
edges, all of them belonging to the same SSG LEdge cycle.
Similar to the quad-edge structure, an edge is represented
by a complex pointer that consists of a simple pointer to the
TriEdge record, and of a view that specifies which SSG
half-edge of the LEdge cycle is represented (cf. figure 7).

EDGE

TrlEdoe* t I
view v -~

TriEdge t] F

EDGE efO] -
EDGE e{11 -
EDGE e{2~l -
FACE frO}
all

FACE f(6}

Point p(1)
Point p(2)

TdEdge 12

, . . I

Figure 7: the TriEdge data structure

A TriEdge record contains three complex edge pointers
to represent the connectivity information. Due to the map-
ping from SSG to molecular surface, a TriF_zlge record has

to provide access to seven patches: One concave triangle as
an image of the SSG vertex, three saddle patches as images
of the three SSG edges, and three convex patches as images
of the SSG faces that are adjacent to the saddles. Since the
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comer points are shared between the patches, we associate
them to the TriEdge records rather than to the patches.

For molecular surfaces, a TriEdge record represents
twelve half-edges (cf. figure 8a) and, therefore, requires the
view v being in the range of [ 0.. Xl ]. Since all of the ele-
ments of an LEdge cycle are represented by the same
TriEdge record, the LEdge operation requires no derefer-
encing of the TriEdge pointer of an edge, but only a change
of the view v. This function is the same for all edges and,
therefore, can be carried out via lookup in a constant table
LEDGE : [ 0.. 1 X ] --> [ 0.. X 1 ], implemented simply as
an array. For the Sym operation, dereferencing a TriEdge
pointer is required in six cases, in the other six cases a
change of the view is sufficient. When providing further ar-
rays SYM, LEFT, and OR/G, the basic MolSurface opera-
tions are implemented as follows (cf. figure 8b):

LEdge MolSurface :
Sym MolSurface :

Left MolSurface :
Orig MolSurface :

(t,v) --~ (e., r.,lCl:~E[v])
(t.,v) ---> if (v > 

t:hma (t, St’M[v])
el=e sh, m((*t).o[v/2l,v)

(t,v) -~ (*t).f[LEFT[v]I
(t,v) ~ (*t).p[ORIO[v]]

a)

®

b)

view

LEDGE
SYM

LEFT

ORIG

®yll ®

/3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
6 2 8 4 10 0 11 1 7 3 9 5

7 6 9 8 11 10
®®®®®I®®®®®

o0 Q@@OOO@@@O

Figure 8: a) a TrlEdge record represents twelve
molecular half-edges, b) four arrays to

implement the basic operations

6. Evaluation
Fn’st, we investigate the storage requirement for the
TriEdge structure in comparison to a naive representation
of molecular surfaces by the quad-edge structure, and in
comparison to an implementation of the SSG by the quad-
edge structure. We assume that the vertices and the patches
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are referenced by 4-byte pointers, and the records being ad-
justed to a multiple of four bytes. Let e denote the overall
number of edges on the molecular surface. Table 3 shows
the reduction of storage space for molecular surfaces by the
factor 3.9 when considering topological information as
well as references to the patches and their corner points.

storage MolSurf via SSG via SSG via
requirement quad-edge quad-edge TriEdge

references
edges 4 4 3

per record comers 2 4 3
to... patches 2 4 7

bytes per record 36 52 56

number of records e e/4 e/6

total bytes 36. e 13 .e 9.33 ̄  e

factor I 2.8 3.9

Table 3: storage requirement for molecular surfaces
by different techniques

We integrated the TriEdge structure into our object-ori-
ented protein database system based on the OODBMS Ob-
jectStore. From our prototype, we obtained first results on
the runtime behavior of the TriEdge structure on a
HP-9000F/35 workstation under HP-UX 9.01. Inserting
molecular surfaces takes only a few seconds of elapsed
time. This includes reading the surface structure from a text
file, creating the TriEdge records as well as the patch ob-
jects, and connecting the TriEdge records, all embraced by
transaction begin and commit.

From further experiments, we achieved the processing
time for some selected euclidean neighborhood queries.
The elapsed time is shown in table 4 for various radii. We
determined the values as an average over 1,000 calls each,
performed on a patch on the protein 2pab.a. As expected,
the runtime grows nearly linear with respect to the number
of neighbors (cf. figure 9).

50.0J

40.0

30.0

20.0

10.0

0.0

/11.0 A

neighborsJ 6.0 A number of

0 1"00 2"00 300 4~ 5~"~

Figure 9: dependency of the rnntime on the
number of neighbors



number ofradius (A) neighbors msec per
query

1.0 3 0.1
2.0 7 0.6
3.0 16 2.0
4.0 21 4.2
5.0 71 7.4
6.0 130 14.2

7.0 177 19.3
8.0 231 24.0
9.0 280 31.2

10.0 355 36.3

11.0 452 51.1
20.0 1607 164

Table 4: runfime of neighborhood queries for a patch of
the protein 2pab.a (average over 1,000)

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the structure of molecular sur-
faces as fundamental 3D objects in database systems for
molecular biology. Along with the geometric and physico-
chemical properties, in particular the topological structure
of molecular surfaces has to be represented. We sketched
our architecture for efficient processing of one-to-many
protein docking retrieval, based on the multi-step query
processing paradigm. A specification for surface represen-
tation is presented, together with some applications like lo-
cal surface approximation and surface segmentation. The
technical contribution of the paper is the introduction of the
TriEdge data structure as an implementation of molecular
surface graphs providing efficient support for neighbor-
hood query processing. It leads to a considerably reduced
space requirement compared to the well-known quad-edge
structure. First experimental results show the query pro-
cessing time to be in the range of milliseconds. The inser-
tion time may be improved when integrating the molecular
surface calculation program into the database system, thus
avoiding text file input.

In future work, we will integrate the case of long side
chains that yield loops within the molecular surfaces, and
the case of convex patches that belong to more than one
edge cycle. Currently we are working on the integration of
techniques to distribute points evenly spaced on the sur-
face. Furthermore, we investigate how dedicated clustering
techniques will improve neighborhood query processing.
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